Form 2.2 (a)

Reservation of “HITACHI” Air Conditioned Train,
Reservation of a Special Train and
Reservation of a Compartment of a Train.

a. Name of the Organization :

b. Number of Passengers:

c. Starting and Terminating Stations:

d. Intended dates for the Journey:

........................................
Signature of the Applicant

Name :

Address:
Form 2.2 (b)

Agreement on Cancellation of the Journey - “HITACHI” Air Conditioned Train

Address of the Applicant : .................................................................
.................................................................
Date : .................................................................

General Manager Railways,
Railway headquarters,
Colombo 10.

Reservation of “HITACHI” Air Conditioned Train on ............(date)

I am aware that the train set used for the “Hitachi” Special Train is over 30 years old and there can be breakdowns due to this reason. Also I am aware that the journey get cancelled if such a breakdown takes place before the start of the journey and I do not claim from Sri Lanka Railway to allocate another train in place of the “Hitachi” Train. If a breakdown takes place during the journey, we will make arrangements for continuation of the journey and will not claim Sri Lanka Railway to allocate another train or will not claim any expenditure or damages caused by this situation from Sri Lanka Railways. Furthermore, we will not claim any expenditure, penalties or damages from Sri Lanka Railways if the train get cancelled due to requirements of the Sri Lanka Railways.

I agree with the above terms and conditions on behalf of the whole team involved with the journey.

Signature :

Name :

National Identity Card Number :